Abstract This paper describes recent developments of the Siebog agent middleware regarding performance. This middleware supports both server-side and client-side agents. Server side agents exist as EJB session beans on the JavaEE application server, while client-side agents exist as JavaScript Worker objects in the browser. Siebog employs enterprise technologies on the server side to provide automatic agent load-balancing and fault-tolerance. On the client side this distributed architecture relies on HTML5 and related standards to support smooth running on a wide variety of hardware and software platforms. Such architecture supports rather easy, reliable and efficient communication, interaction, and coexistence between numerous agents. With the automatic clustering and state persistence, Siebog can support thousands of server-side agents, as well as thousands of external devices hosting tens of client-side agents. Performed and presented experiments showed promising results for real life applications of our architecture.
Introduction
During the last decade, there has been an obvious paradigm shift in software development. The web has evolved into an environment capable of providing functionalities not so long ago available only in desktop applications. One of the main reasons for the increasing popularity of webonly applications is their cross-platform nature, which allows the end-users to access their favorite applications in a wide variety of ways and devices. As the overall result, the serverbased generation of web content is becoming less and less relevant, having browser-based code (namely JavaScript) to interact with the user and perform just like the desktop applications used to work.
Computer clusters are unavoidable nowadays and they play an important role in modern web and enterprise applications and in development of complex software applications. They provide high-availability of deployed applications [1] . This feature provides continuous, uninterrupted delivery of services, regardless of hardware and software failures, or numbers of incoming requests. The high-availability is achieved through the so-called horizontal scaling, which is the process of adding more nodes to the cluster as the demands for processing power increase.
Siebog is our multiagent middleware designed and implemented to provide support for intelligent software agents in clustered environments [2] . It efficiently combines the HTML5 and related web standards on the client side [3, 4] , and the Enterprise edition of Java (Java EE) on the server side [2, 5, 6] , in an effort to bridge the gap between the agent technology and useful industry applications.
By utilizing the standards and technologies readilyavailable in Java EE, Siebog offers "native" support for computer clusters on the server. The purpose of this paper is to provide results of clustering of agents on the server side, and to discuss how this support is extended to the client side of Siebog as well. The goal is to provide the support for clusters that consist of arbitrary client devices, such as personal computers, smartphones, and tablets.
The motivation for this approach is straightforward. There can be an order of magnitude more external client devices than there can be server-side computers. Siebog could be used to distribute agents among connected clients and to support applications that require launching large populations of agents. Since the state-of-the-art smartphones have more processing power that many laptop or desktop machines, they represent a significant computational resource.
This approach, however, does pose some technical challenges. Client-side clusters are highly dynamic, in the sense that clients are able to join and leave at any time. To deal with this situation, we added a highly-scalable infrastructure for agent state persistence which allows the agents to "rise above" the interruptions and to operate regardless of their physical locations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the overall motivation behind this paper, and presents relevant related work. Section 3 presents our approach for server-side clustering, while Sect. 4 shows how the support for dynamic and heterogeneous client-side clusters was incorporated into the Siebog. The experimental evaluation of proposed architecture and overall performance of the evaluation are presented in Sects. 5 and 6 (server-side and client-side, respectively). The final conclusions and future research directions are given in Sect. 7.
Background
With the rise of popularity of multi-agent systems, a large number of different software tools, systems, platforms and environments that allow development and deployment of multi-agent systems and their applications in different domains have been designed and implemented. Most of them rely on proprietary solutions, while only a handful of them use some industrial-ready solution integrated in the system. As a consequence, most of the multi-agent systems do not offer clustering, or has it implemented on a very poor level. On the other hand, the Siebog agent middleware uses as much JavaEE technology as possible for most of its subsystems. For example, it uses Java Messaging System (JMS) to exchange messages, Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) for agent lookup, Enterprize Java Beans (EJB) for agent implementation, etc. This enables Siebog to use tested and proven solutions implemented into the JavaEE application servers, having clustering, load-balancing, and safe-failover working out of box. Significant functionality and challenge of our architecture is that agents deployed in the Siebog can operate on clusters, being able to survive node failures and being able to serve numerous clients [2, 4] .
On the client side, we have web applications playing an increasingly important role in the contemporary computing. They offer a number of advantages over traditional desktop application, such as the lack of need for installation, configuration, or upgrade. The importance of web applications is emphasized by the continuously increasing sales of mobile devices and the ability of web applications to run as native applications on these devices [7] .
To maintain its relevance in this new era, the agent technology not only needs to move to the web, but it needs to do so in accordance to the modern standards and the end-users' expectations. Agent-based applications need to seamlessly be integrated into web and enterprise applications to reach the end-users more easily, and to stay relevant in this new state of affairs.
Current research in the agent technology area is very dynamic and promising, there exists a large number of both open-source and commercial agent middlewares [8, 9] . However, almost none of these systems have fully exploited the advantages of web environments. Some efforts aimed at extending existing systems with web support have been made, but usually in an inefficient manner. For example, in many Java-based middlewares, such as JADE [10] or JaCaWeb [11] , the extensions are based on Java applets. But, Java applets require a browser plug-in to run, which is unavailable on some platforms (e.g. iOS and Smart TVs). With some desktop-based browsers also starting to disable Java support, the applicability of Java-based web solutions becomes limited to a narrower set of hardware and software platforms.
One of the prominent and promising ways of migrating and intensively using agent technology in the web is to use the expanding HTML5 and related set of standards [12] . HTML5 covers various aspects of web and enterprise applications, from audio and video playbacks, to offline application support, to more advanced features, such as multi-threaded execution and push-based communication.
In addition, since web browser vendors keep investing significant resources into improving the overall performance of their respective JavaScript virtual machines, the HTML5 is expected to become "a mainstream enterprise application development environment" in near future [13] . One of the important elements in our approach, comparing to other existing approaches, is the usage of essential HTML5 concepts for client-side agents that enables them to "spread" over wide range of client browsers.
Related work
As outlined in [9] , a large number of multi-agent middlewares has been developed over the years. However it appears that not all of those systems are still being actively devel-oped and/or used today. Most of them have been developed for academic and scientific purposes within specific projects and their development and use finishes after completion of the projects. As the first step in making agent development more popular and practically applicable is to allow agents' frameworks and architectures to be opened and freely available to wide range of agent communities. It offers other research groups possibility to actively use them and also further improve and update them. For this reason the full source code of our system is freely available [2] . Agent Developing Framework [14] enables the user to build an interoperable, flexible, and scalable application. Agent Developing Framework uses Java EE technologies such as JNDI, JMS and JMX. Communication is done synchronously or asynchronously through JMS (Java Message Service). Although this framework uses the same technology as the Siebog, ADF is no longer maintained. Currently downloadable version is from the year 2005 and practically is not any more adjusted to the modern trends and technologies of development multi-agent systems.
Voyager [15] is middleware software designed for distributed application development, and it does provide the option of developing applications using multi-agent programming, although that is not its main purpose. Latest version available is Voyager 8.0. It's a simple yet powerful technology for creating mobile agents in Java. It represented an improvement over other existing platforms (Concordia, Aglets, Odyssey, etc.) which only allowed developers to create agents and launch them into a network to fulfill its mission. But none of the mentioned platforms and middleware allowed sending messages to a moving agent, which made it difficult to communicate with an agent once it has been launched and also for agents to communicate with other agents. Voyager seamlessly integrated fundamental distributed computing with agent technology. Voyager provides flexible life spans for agents, by supporting a variety of life span methods. In spite the fact that this framework supports scalability and faulttolerance as our middleware, its main drawback comparing to our system is that it is a commercial product.
JADE [10] is a MAS written in Java and strongly adherent to the FIPA [16] standard and provides a wide range of functionalities to agent developers, either as built-in features, or through its extensive ecosystem of plug-ins. The system itself can be executed as a set of containers on top of a computer network. Fault-tolerance is achieved through both container and agent state replication processes.
In [17] authors have established through experiments a correlation between the number of computers and the latency, as well as between the number of computers and throughput. They have used JADE in an online auction system for their experiments.
In [18] authors have established a set of benchmarks which are used to measure performance of the JADE. We were inspired by this paper as well as by [19] when we measured performance of the Siebog middleware.
Siebog, the system we have been developing for several years uses JMS for message exchange, while JADE has its own system. The main difference between these two systems, however, lies in the fact that, when creating clusters, JADE agents have to be manually divided between cluster nodes, while in Siebog it is done automatically. So another important characteristic of Siebog system is that in it an agent is defined at the level of the computer cluster, and not at an individual node.
Two systems are applicable to different scenarios. We argue that, due to its clustering features, Siebog represents a better solution for applications that need to launch large populations of agents (e.g. [20] ), and/or need to provide high-level of fault-tolerance. For example, JADE consumes a single thread per agent and has a predefined number of message processing threads. In Siebog, these numbers are increased or decreased automatically, depending on the current load. For other use-cases, using JADE might represent a better approach, since it consumes less resources and its usage is a bit simpler.
Along with the more recent trends, there have been several proposals of using mobile agents within the so-called Internet of Things (IoT) concept [13] , in smart objects [21, 22] and in smart cities [23] . The role of Siebog in these practical applications is possible and feasible and would be in providing a standards-compliant, platform-independent, and efficient [4] multiagent middleware. In addition, with the work presented in this paper, we intend to bring the more traditional agent applications to the web. As it is discussed later, Siebog is suitable and reliable for distributed systems with large populations of agents. A concrete example of its possible practical application would be in the area of swarm intelligence, as it is presented [23] .
As we discussed previously in [3, 4] , many traditional (i.e. desktop-or server-based) multiagent middlewares have exposed their functionalities to the web through Java applets. This approach does provide many important benefits, such as the immediate availability of complex reasoning agents in web browsers [11] . However, with the lack of Java support in many popular modern platforms, this approach is no longer sufficient.
To the best of our knowledge, currently there exists only one additional HTML5-based multiagent middleware [24, 25] . The middleware is focused on using (primarily) mobile agents to support the IoT requirements while our primary attention is to develop system that could be widely used in different areas and environments. On the technical viewpoint, the client side of their system, in comparison to our approach, does not utilize the full range of HTML5 and related standards (such as Web Workers [12] ). In approach presented in [24, 25] it is also not clear how multiple agents could be started within the same host, and how would they interact with each other without the server. The authors show how the most advanced variant of moving code, mobile agents, can be used for operating and managing Internet-connected systems composed of gadgets, sensors and actuators. They pointed out that the use of mobile agents brings several benefits but practical use is not presented clearly. One of them is that mobile agents help to reduce the network load, overcome network latency, and encapsulate protocols. The need for moving agents is even more significant if the applications and other factors of the overall experience should follow the user to new contexts. When multiple agents are used to provide the user with services, some mechanisms to manage the agents are needed. In the context of Internet-ofThings such management should reflect the physical spaces and other relevant contexts. The backend in their approach is conveniently based on Node.js, which simplifies certain development aspects (such as mobility), but lacks several advanced features found in Siebog, namely automated agent load-balancing and fault-tolerance.
To summarize above discussion we can pointed out that Siebog is a web-based, enterprise-scale multiagent middleware. Its uniqueness is that it combines the enterprise technologies on the server with HTML5 and related standards on the client. Such combination together with scaling possibilities represent the main contribution, advantages and differences of our approach comparing to above presented systems and approaches. As well usage of well-proven industrial solution for the JavaEE application server provides server-side agents with the possibility of operating in clusters with features like load-balancing and safe-failover working out of box. Additionally the usage of essential HTML5 concepts supports client-side agents to "spread" over enormous number of client browsers, with the number of instances.
Clustering server-side Siebog agents
In this section we will briefly cover Siebog implementation of clustered agent middleware. The goal of Siebog is to provide an infrastructure for reliable executing agents in web environments, but in accordance to the modern standards. It is built on our previous two systems, XJAF [6] and Radigost [4] , in a way that it not only combines their individual functionalities, but it also adds new features on both server and client side. On the server side Siebog offers:
• Scalability: Agents are automatically distributed across the cluster to reduce to computational load of individual nodes. This makes Siebog suitable for applications that need to launch large populations of agents in a computer cluster.
• Fault-tolerance: The state of each server-side component, including agents themselves, is copied to other nodes making the whole system resilient to hardware and software failures.
Siebog heavily depends on the JavaEE application server features such as clustering, load-balancing and safe-failover. Currently, the Siebog is deployed on the JBoss application server called Wildfly [26] . The framework is organized as a set of loosely-coupled components called managers, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each manager is dedicated to handling a distinct part of the overall functionality. A manager is represented and used only by its interface, and even multiple implementations of the same interface can be active simultaneously. AgentManager keeps record of available and used agents. MessageManager delivers messages to agents, while ConnectionManager keeps track of other Siebog instances. This design approach offers the highest level of flexibility, and allows third-party re-implementations of individual components.
The organization of the Siebog cluster is shown in Fig.  2 . A single node within the cluster is described as master, while the others (zero or more) are described as slaves. Within a node, the JBoss host controller is used to manage the Siebog instance [26] . In addition, the master node can be used to remotely control the entire cluster, through the JBoss domain controller [26] . This is the only difference between the master and the slaves; all nodes in a cluster have the same execution priority, can directly communicate to each other, etc.
The preferred approach of inter-node communication and information sharing is given through the Infinispan cache system [3] . Infinispan cache is one of the core clustering technologies used by JBoss. It is a distributed, concurrent and highly-efficient key/value data structure. Infinispan cache represents the backbone of the state replication and failover process described later, but it can also store arbitrary user data. Whenever it runs a new agent, for example, the agent manager stores all the necessary information in the Infinispancache (e.g. agentIdentifier -> beanInstance). This information can later be retrieved by the message manager to deliver a message to the agent. Since the cache is distributed across the cluster, the managers themselves can be hosted on any node. In fact, for maximum performance, they are implemented as clustered stateless beans by default.
The cluster has two main functionalities: state replication and failover&load-balancing. State replication and failover are applicable to stateful beans only. Whenever a stateful bean's internal state is changed, the replication process copies it across other nodes in the cluster. In case the bean's node becomes unavailable, the failover process fully restores the bean object on one of the remaining nodes. From the client's Load-balancing is used to automatically distribute agents across different nodes in the cluster, and to speed up the overall runtime performance of Siebog. It works with both stateful and stateless beans, although the behavior is slightly different. When the client creates a new stateful bean instance, the server places it in one of the available nodes, and all subsequent invocations of the bean's methods end-up there. In case of stateless beans, the load-balancing works on a per-method basis. At any time, there can be many instances of the same stateless bean running in parallel across the cluster. Once the client invokes a method of the bean, one of the instances is selected to serve the request.
Clustering client-side agents
As we already mentioned in previous section Siebog provides an infrastructure for executing agents in web environments, adding new features on both server and client side.
The client-side component of Siebog has the following set of unique characteristics:
• It is platform-independent, supporting a range of hardware and software platforms. To agent developers, this provides the write once, run anywhere approach. The end-users, on the other hand, can utilize the benefits of the agent technology in the most convenient manner.
• It requires no prior installation or configuration steps.
• Its client-side runtime performance is comparable to that of a classical, desktop multiagent platform
In this section we will describe how Siebog is extended to support automatic clustering and load-balancing of its clientside agents [27] . More concretely, we discuss how a possibly large set of heterogeneous client-side devices can be observed as a coherent cluster. The cluster can then be used to execute resource-demanding and computationally-expensive tasks, such as launching large populations of agents.
The support for the client-side clustering is shown graphically in Fig. 3 . On the server side, Siebog introduces one more manager, for the client-side agent management: WebClient Manager, which acts as an intermediary for server-to-client (i.e. push) messaging, and also handles state persistence for client-side agents.
Client-side agents are executed inside web browsers [2] [3] [4] or possibly in dedicated JavaScript runtimes of external devices. Inside a device, agents rely on the Siebog client library for execution support and for communicating with the server. For example, the client library offers proxy implementations of server-side components. To send a message to the server-side agent, the client-side agent simply invokes the proxy implementation of the MessageManager. Underneath, the proxy then turns this invocation into a corresponding AJAX call to the server.
Another important feature of Siebog is that its server can (if configured) hold a proxy representation of each clientside agent. This representation simply forwards all incoming messages to the corresponding client-side counterpart (and through the WebClient Manager). This feature opens-up the possibility for transparent agent communication across different devices.
An illustrative example is shown in Fig. 4 . Suppose that there exist two agents, AgA and AgB, hosted by two different devices, Device A and Device B, respectively. When the AgA decides to send a message to AgB, the message will be delivered in the following way:
• AgA makes the appropriate call to the MessageManager Proxy.
• This call is transformed into an AJAX call to the serverside MessageManager.
• The MessageManager delivers the message to the AgB proxy.
• Since this is a proxy representation, it forwards the message to the WebClient Manager.
• The WebClient Manager, which is aware of all external clients, finally pushes the message to the target agent.
Due to limitations imposed by certain web browsers [4] , each client device can run up to a few dozens of agents. But, there can be large number of physical devices that are active simultaneously. The main idea here is to exploit this possibility to distribute portions of a large population of agents. This is conceptually similar to, for example, the famous SETI@home scientific experiment. As an important advantage, the Siebog does not require any software installation: all the end-user needs to do is to visit the corresponding web page. The main issue here is how to efficiently support these large numbers of external devices, and to deal with their inherently dynamic availability.
Managing heterogeneous and dynamic clusters
A central component in a computer cluster is a load-balancer with the task of distributing the work across available machines. In the context of Siebog, the load-balancer continuously accepts tasks that need to be solved. For example, it can accept large maps for the Traveling Salesman Problem and then partition each map [28] and send it (along with the corresponding set of ants) to a subset of available devices.
In the majority of existing non agent-based distributed architectures, the load-balancer selects the target device randomly. In this way, the workload is distributed "for free" and, in the longer run, equally among all available devices. However, the clusters that consist of Siebog clients are heterogeneous, in the sense that they can include devices with very different processing capabilities. Therefore, the loadbalancing process is a bit more complex.
When it comes to load-balancing in heterogeneous systems, the agent-oriented research has proposed some rather complex approaches (e.g. [29] [30] [31] ). In case of Siebog, however, we decided to follow the industry norms of keeping things as simple as possible. Once a device joins the cluster for the first time, a performance benchmark is executed. The results of this benchmark are used to assign a number of compute units (CUs) to the device. Now, during the load-balancing phase, the target device is selected with the probability that corresponds to its number of CUs.
From the end-user's point of view, joining the Siebog cluster is fairly simple: he/she only needs to visit the appropriate web page that hosts the worker agents. Unfortunately, it is also very easy to leave the cluster; once the end-user closes the web browser or switches of the device, the hosted agents are lost. For meaningful practical applications, however, the agents need to be able to run regardless of these interruptions.
To support possibly large numbers of agents, Siebog needs a scalable datastore, one capable of serving multitudes of requests per second. The datastore should also be fault-tolerant-capable of surviving server crashes. More formally, these requirements can be described as principles of the so-called Dynamo systems [32] . Currently, there exist several concrete Dynamo realizations. After a careful evaluation of these solutions, we determined that the open-source Apache Cassandra datastore fulfills the needs of the Siebog client-side clusters. The client-side Siebog library has been extended to allow the agents the interact with the datastore directly, and over the WebSocket protocol [3, 4] .
The integrated Siebog architecture enables transparent inter-agent communication and action coordination, regardless of the types and physical locations of agents. A clientside agent can send a message to a server-side agent via the appropriate stub call. However, if the target agent is actually a stub representation of a different client-side agent, the message may end up in a different web page or on a different device. This opens up a range of possible practical applications; for example, in case of smart environments agents hosted in physically distributed smart objects can seamlessly exchange information and coordinate their actions.
The performance evaluation of the new architecture we proposed in this paper is discussed in the following two sections.
Performance evaluation of server-side agents
In addition to the advanced programming features described earlier, an important factor for the wider acceptance of Siebog is its runtime performance. Therefore, a case-study has been developed to assess this aspect of our system [33] . The casestudy includes a pair of agents, named Sender and Receiver. The first agent issues a request to the second, which then performs a computationally expensive task, and replies with the result. The message round-trip time (RTT) is used as a measure; it expresses the time since the Sender issues the request and until it receives the reply. This relatively simple, but effective performance study is inspired by those described in paper [4, 18, 19, 34] . More complex use-cases, e.g. implementation of an ant colony optimization algorithm for the Traveling salesman problem [20] , can be found at our recent paper [2] in which the description of Siebog is given together with link to homepage of our system. There reader can find detailed manual and precise directions how to use Siebog [2] .
Experimental setup was as follows:
• Hardware: Intel Dual-Core CPU at 3 GHz, with 2 GB of RAM. The CPU is capable of executing four threads simultaneously; • 32-bit version of Ubuntu 14.04LTS; • OpenJDK 7 for JADE, and OpenJDK 8 for Siebog; the maximum heap size for each Siebog node/JADE container was set to 512 MB; • JBoss Wildfly 9.0; • The Receiver agent used a brute-force algorithm for finding all prime numbers up to a certain limit; • Each of the two messages exchanged between a Sender and the Receiver included a string of 65 K random characters.
The utilized Wildfly server has a specific feature. When one EJB (directly or indirectly) invokes a method of another EJB, the target will be executed on the same node as the source EJB. This is an optimization feature, applied to reduce expensive network communication: if two agents exchange a lot of messages, then they should reside in the same node. Although this default behavior can (and, in case of multi-agent systems, often should) be changed, it was left as-is for this case-study. This means that the Sender and its corresponding Receiver are always executed on the same node. A set of analogous JADE agents was implemented and used as a reference point. By default, during the loadbalancing process JBoss selects an available cluster node randomly. To achieve a similar distribution of agents in both Siebog and JADE implementations, and obtain more relevant results, we've setup the JBoss server to use a round robin node selector. The final organization of the case-study and the distribution of agents in both implementations are shown in Fig. 5 .
Two evaluation scenarios were executed. First, we measured how many agents each of the frameworks can execute per machine and how the average RTT changes as the number of agents increases. The results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 6 . For lower numbers of agents, JADE offers better runtime performance. This is expected, since there is an overhead associated with remote EJB invocations. However, as the number of agents increases, Siebog scales better. Moreover, in our setup, once the number of pairs is set to 2048 (i.e. 4096 agents), JADE starts discarding messages and eventually crashes with the out-of-memory error. On the other hand, our system Siebog is perfectly capable of executing this many agents (and more), due to built-in optimization features described earlier.
The second scenario was designed to measure the scaling factor of Siebog as more and more nodes are added to the cluster. The number of agent pairs was fixed to 2048 (i.e. Fig. 5 Organization of the case-study and the round robin-based distribution of Sender-Receiver pairs in both the Siebog and the JADE implementation 4096 agents), and the prime limit on the Receiver's end was set to 60,000. Four rounds of experiment were conducted: using 1, 2, 4 and 8 nodes, each having the same hardware and software configuration. In this evaluation, it was observed that, as the number of nodes doubles, the execution speed of Siebog increases approximately 3.5 times, which is an excellent outcome (the ideal would be 4 times).
These achieved and presented experimental results are very encouraging for the performances of our framework, and work in favor of the intended usage of it. They confirm the effectiveness of the inherent load-balancing capability. Along with other clustering features offered by the modern enterprise application server, Siebog represents an excellent framework for applications that require and support larger populations of agents.
Performance evaluation of client-side agents
The newly proposed architecture of Siebog needs to be able to serve large numbers of running agents, which are concurrently, and at high frequencies, storing and retrieving their respective internal states. To evaluate this feature, we used the open-source Yahoo! Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [35] tool. YCSB is designed for load-testing of (primarily) NoSQL databases, and can be configured through a range of parameters, including the desired number of operations per second (throughput), the number of concurrent threads, maximum execution time, etc.
The experiments were performed using two machines, each with 8 virtual CPUs and 28 GB of RAM, running 64-bit version of Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. One machine was hosting the Apache Cassandra datastore and the Siebog server (deployed on the Wildfly 9.0 application server), while the other one was used to launch YCSB-simulated external devices. Each external device was represented by a separate WebSocket that the server needed to maintain. We have used different server machines for the client-side test, since we only had these two virtual machines. For the server-side clustering (described in the Sect. 5), we have had entire computer lab, so we were able to increase the number of computers in the cluster.
In a realistic use-case, there will be many more writes to the store than reads. That is, the internal state of an agent will usually be read only once: when the web page is loaded and the agent is started. On the other hand, the state can be stored multiple times during the agent's execution, e.g. after each processed message or after each computational sub-step. Therefore, the YCSB workload was set up as write-heavy, so that 90 % of all operations are writes.
The goal of the experiment was to determine the maximum number of external devices as well as client-side agents that our system can support. For this goal, several test-cases were executed. With each successive test-case, the total number of connected devices was increased. Then we would try to find the maximum throughput (i.e. the number of operations per second) that the Siebog server can support. A test-case was executed for one hour, and the maximum throughput value that was stable during this period was taken as the endresult.
We started with 100 external devices, increased the number for each test case, and finally reached the limit of approximately 16,000 devices. This number actually represents the maximum number of open connections that the operating system could support. Nonetheless, being able to support 16,000 external devices using a single-node Siebog cluster is an excellent result, given the fact that the cluster can easily be extended with more nodes as the demands Fig. 7 Average read and write latencies of the test-case simulating 16,000 external devices and 6000 operations per second, during the one hour period. The latencies are calculated at one minute intervals grow. The results of this test-case are shown in Fig. 7. More concretely, the figure shows average read and write latencies during the one hour period, calculated at one minute intervals. The latencies are very low (expressed in microseconds), due to the WebSocket protocol's support for asynchronous I/O.
For each test-case, through trial-and-error, we determined that the value of approximately 6000 operations per second is the maximum throughput that remained stable during the one hour period. Our systems is capable of serving much larger numbers than this (i.e. up to 100,000 operations per second), but only in "short bursts," after which the backend datastore needed some time to manage all the write operations.
Although the 6000 operations per second might not seem as a large number at first, it is worth noting that an agent is not supposed to store its internal state at every second. So even if agents store their respective states at every 10 s, we reach the conclusion that our Siebog multiagent middleware can manage 60,000 agents distributed across 16,000 devices, using only one server side node.
Conclusions and future work
Siebog is a web-based, enterprise-scale multiagent middleware. It combines the enterprise technologies on the server with HTML5 and related standards on the client to support multiagent solutions whose functionalities meet the expectations of modern software systems. This combination of server-side and client-side technologies is the unique up to now and represents the main contribution of this paper, since it is (to the best of our knowledge) the only agent middleware which scales well on both server and client sides. With the usage of well-proven industrial solution for the JavaEE application server, we have managed to provide server-side agents with the possibility of operating in clusters with features like load-balancing and safe-failover working out of box. On the other hand, the usage of HTML5 concepts like WebWorkers and WebSockets gave the opportunity for client-side agents to "spread" over enormous number of client browsers, with the number of instances greatly surpassing the number of server-side instances. In this paper, we have, therefore, presented how Siebog was updated to support dynamic clusters of heterogeneous client-side devices, as well as to support server-side agents in a clustered environment.
The two new components of our system are the loadbalancer, which is in charge of distributing agents across the connected devices, and a highly-scalable backend datastore used for persisting the internal states of client-side agents. Evaluation tests proved that the Siebog can scale up in a clustered environment and that it can handle increased load on the server-side. Server-side agents are deployed as EJB beans, so they are multiplied on the server in case of stateless beans. In case of stateful beans, they can be reconstructed on other nodes, in situation of failure of the node they reside in. On the client side, the cluster is actually replaced with multiple browsers, having multiple JavaScript-based agents, who are capable of saving their state to the server, in case user closes the browser. Client-side agents can exchange messages between them, but they also can exchange messages with client-side agents on other browsers, as well as with server-side browsers.
For any meaningful application of Siebog, its client-side agents need to become "detached" from their host environments (e.g. web pages). As shown in the paper, thanks to the use of Dynamo architecture and the WebSocket protocol, on just one server node the state persistence system in Siebog can support thousands of external devices hosting tens of thousands of client-side agents, which is an excellent result.
Future developments of Siebog will be focused on an even tighter integration of client-side and server-side agents. Also, the system will be extended with an interoperability module, allowing it to interact with third-party multiagent solutions. Although Siebog already supports BDI agents on the server, the work is underway to develop a unique architecture for intelligent agents.
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